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Your feedback from our September meeting
Feedback Response

• Need to review process for project calls to see whether 
application process can be less resource intensive and whether 
project calls  can identify specific issues that need to be tackled. 

• More detailed feedback on the project call process has been sought from 
lead organisations, the Project Evaluation Board and Programme 
Sponsors. A revised and simplified approach will be published in advance 
of any future project calls

• Need to focus on outcomes – what does the world need to look 
like (with respect to planning, consenting and management) and 
what does the programme need to do to get there? Outcomes 
should also have long term use and applicability.

• TCE have developed a draft Outcomes Tracker that details project 
outcomes. We will be looking to and assign owners to enable outcomes and 
drive change. On the agenda today. 

• Need to improve coordination with other programmes, such as
P2G, to avoid duplication.

• TCE, BEIS and Defra are members of P2G and closer working planned for 
the future. 

• Defra evidence planning and prioritisation is considering work of other 
programmes e.g. OWEC, EcoWind and P2G to avoid duplication. 
Recognise that this is a very busy space. 

• Clarity needed on how UK government is driving the agenda and 
more coordination at a high level to ensure we’re moving in the 
right strategic direction (ie. making right policy choices, asking 
right questions, focusing on the right priority areas.)

• BEIS and Defra working closely together with DLUHC. OWEAP is a joint 
programme between Defra and BEIS, steered by a cross government 
Programme Board. 

• Ministerial Delivery Group for Renewable Power is setting priorities for 
delivery against renewable power commitments and ambitions.

• B4C Task Group established - led by Minister Greg Hands

• Need to pool our experience to ensure mutual learning in how we 

approach things (ie what has worked, what hasn’t; legal challenges; 

and reflecting on the different approaches in different parts of the 

UK).

• Evaluation of Defra’s OWEAP has commenced involving OWEC partners, 
will set out what has worked/not worked and what could be built on for the 
future. TCE have developed project closure pack template that highlight 
lessons learnt on a project by project basis. Appreciate always more can 
be done and welcome specific proposals.



Programme
Overview + 
Project Status



Launch of our first annual report
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January’s coverage of funding announcement - £12 million
Helpful pick up in the energy trades including Offshore Engineer, renews, 

Energy Voice and Maritime Journal with straight reporting of our release

Member support / endorsement on Twitter alone via our corporate posts 

reached over 32.9 thousand people (in first 24 hours) 



Project dashboard 
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• Projects completed this quarter

o Strategic Targets for Net Gain in the Coastal and 
Marine Environment (SUDG)

o 2nd Iteration of the Offshore Wind Environmental 
Evidence Register (JNCC/Defra)

o North Seas Net Gain (almost!) (Cefas)

• Projects expected to complete  in  Spring

o Future Offshore Wind Scenarios (CES and BEIS)

o Fish and fisheries evidence gap analysis – awaiting 
publication  (Marine Scotland)

o Floating Offshore Wind and Fisheries – Virtual 
Windfarm Planning (National Federation of Fishermens’ 
Organisations, NFFO)



Forward Look
• Changes to project calls process

o Your feedback – simplification, shorter process

• Programme Steering Group meetings

o 19 May

o 28 September

• Next newsletter – end of February/early March



Programme commitments –from £25m

Projects 83.1%

Programme Management 4.2%

Legal 1.2%

Scientific and technical advice

2.2%

Communications 2%

Uncommitted 7.2%



Project commitments by theme
Spatial co-ordination and co-

location 30%

Improving the understanding of

environmental impacts and

benefits 67%

Investigating the derogation

process to unlock further

offshore wind deployment 1%

Delivery of net environmental

gains 2%

Many projects contribute to more than one theme. Such projects were allocated to the theme that they most contributed to.



ScotWind Leasing 
Update
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Introduction to the 
Outcomes Tracker



Outcomes Tracker – critical in the process of change

Mission

Need 
for EVIDENCE 

& CHANGE

Projects

Delivering 
EVIDENCE 

(Outputs)

Outcomes

Driving 
CHANGE

Evidence alone will not create the change we 
need to deliver our mission

Outcomes tracker to 
provide transparency and 

hold us to account

Project dashboard to 
provide transparency and 
hold projects to account



Outcomes Tracker – Measuring Impact – Assurance of Change

Outcomes Register 21

Project name High Level Outcome
Impact & 

Measurement Method
Responsible 

(Outcome Owner/s)

MOD/OWIC Air Defence Mitigation 
(PIP-001)

To demonstrate the practical performance 
of technical mitigation solutions to 
overcome adverse impacts of windfarms on 
current air defence systems that might 
support offshore windfarm developments in 
the 2025-2030 timeframe, and beyond.

Developers able to progress CfD
applications/take final investment 
decisions with 'acceptable' mitigation 
solutions agreed with the MoD.

D&OW Windfarm Mitigation Task 
Force

East Coast Grid Spatial Study 
(PIP-002)

Inform evolving policy and regulatory 
arrangements for offshore transmission 
specifically around the increasing 
importance of considering the marine spatial 
context for future development activity.

The report is seen to be used (e.g. through 
reference) to inform policy development 
and the study methodology is replicated 
elsewhere.

National Grid ESO (through its current 
Holistic Network Design, which is 
factoring in environmental 
considerations and constraints); TCE 
(to inform Future Leasing)

North Sea Net Gain
(PIP-003)

Provide a comprehensive benthic 
biodiversity evidence base and an
international toolkit to enable better 
decision making to improve biodiversity in 
windfarms.

SNCBs are reviewing their data sources in 
terms of environmental interaction with 
OSW decisions, in particular the 
incorporation of “big data” and enabling 
cross-boundary views of environmental 
impact.
Consideration being given to how this type 
of project may be undertaken elsewhere.

SNCBs (JNCC and Natural England)

Draft for discussion & evolution with PSG



Outcomes Tracker – Next Steps
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• Validate with project leads and responsible owners

• Circulate to Programme Steering Group

• Review at May Programme Steering Group

• Ongoing monitoring at PSG alongside Project Dashboard

Improvements:

- single point accountability 

- reliable tracking of progress/health

Evidence alone will not create the

change we need to deliver our mission



Analysis of Results 
from Future Needs 
Assessment



PSG survey – future needs

• Thank you to all members who responded

• Carried out in late 2021

• Excellent response rate – virtually all PSG member 
organisations

• Detailed, thoughtful, positive and challenging

• All feedback received and considered and being fed into 
next steps planning

Outputs

• High-level summary report to provide a snapshot

• We recognise that there is more technical detail, which is 
not being overlooked

interviews
conducted



1. Are the outcomes and themes still broadly valid?

• Themes are still relevant and valid

• Some specific themes of particular 
relevance to respondent’s organisation

• Potential need to evolve, refresh, 
expand in future

• Co-location, derogation and net gain 
were common threads for future focus

• Some specific comments on Future 
Offshore Wind Scenarios, Floating 
Offshore Wind, marine spatial 
prioritisation and the role of the 
Governments. 

“All four themes are still very much relevant.”

“We need to focus on the pathway to 2030 and onto 2050 and 
what we need to be doing right now to achieve that goal – it is about 
the immediate problems ahead of us and this should be our priority.”

“The OWEC programme is fantastic and really important. Without it, 
there would be so many questions unanswered or decisions would be 
made without having all of the relevant information required to make a 
truly informed decision.”

“Spatial prioritisation is the most important theme as we need to 
decide what we want our seas to look like by 2050.”



2. Are the priorities still correct?  Do we need to 
prioritise anything else?

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Net gain

Understanding environmental effects

Derogation

Co-location

Snapshot summary of key themes identified by PSG member organisations

“All of the 
themes are 

related “

No. of respondents



3. Future projects

• Many of you would bring forward projects, if 
funding were available. 

• Wide support from you to continue to engage 
and support e.g. on project advisory groups, 
even if no plans to bring forward projects

• In some cases, you do not have the resources 
to lead a project through the application 
process – request for simplification/support 

• Specific reference to  new projects:  floating 
offshore wind; grid connection; spatial co-
ordination and co-location; strategic 
monitoring; net gain; seabird compensation 
and habitats and navigation safety (cumulative 
effects)

9

7

7

PSG member organisations who 

stated an intention to bring 

forward new project(s)?

Yes Potentially yes Unlikely or no



4. Match funding

• Most common view was that industry are best 
placed to provide match funding for future 
projects

• Those members unable to commit match 
funding confirmed in-kind support via time and 
expertise

• Flagged that any future requirement for fixed 
levels of match funding could present a barrier 
to projects.  

Ideas for 

new match 

funding

Government

Trusts and 

foundations

NGOs

Offshore 

wind 

industry



5. Further / general comments

• Wide support for the programme, its 
ambitions, its collaborative nature, and 
quality of discussions and member 
contributions

• OWEC identified as only vehicle for 
funding significant projects of this kind

• PSG membership identified as a key 
asset – is this a strength or is the size 
of the group a challenge?

• Received feedback that project call 
process could be simplified – being 
addressed

“The programme has created a very positive call to arms by all the 
members. All organisations ‘pointing at the same target’.”

“The OWEC programme should adopt even more of a convening 
role and become a ‘power for good’.”

“OWEC is a really valuable and positive programme.”

“We need to make the most of the time of the stakeholders who 
already feed into the PSG and improve collaboration with different 
stakeholders beyond the OWEC framework.”

“There should be more of a focus on real outcomes and speed up 
the work to keep pace with offshore wind deployment.”


